
The two adaptively reused buildings are of Victorian Architectural 
style built in the late 1800s by the English conquerers, they were 
previously used for steam powered water pumps lifting the water 
from “Al-Maryouteya” towards the Mediterranean Sea.

THE ENGLISH BUILDINGS

BOMBARDMENT OF ALEXANDRIA MAP

MEMOIRS OF A MASSACRE

In June 1882, a donkey boy “Sayed al-Ajjan” deposited a Maltese at the 
“kawat al-gazaz” cafe  in the European quarter of Alexandria, a dispute 
about the fair was followed with the maltese drawing a knife and 
stabbing “Al-Ajjan” then eeing up a european building as it’s owners 
started shooting the furious Egyptians from their windows, the 
massacre ended with around 300 people killed.

AA month later the British eet led by Admiral Seymour beseiged 
Alexandria’s forts and due to the Egyptian government refusal of 
removing all the repower, the bombardment of Alexandria began 
and lasted for 3 consecutive days acting as their entry point and 
marking the start for the British conquest of Egypt.

Giving back life to the neighbourhood through the studies and embracement of it’s historical military past and creating 
a new central magnet attracting different people while creating an urban space in the plaza suitable for the daily use of 
the neighbourhood inhabitants.
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“Al-Max”  is a neglected neighbourhood in Alexandria due to its poor infrastructure and the remote distance from the city 
center. It’s well known for it’s infamous canal overlooking the primitive houses built by the shermen over the years and 
their varied boats arrayed infront of them. The composition of the urban building consists of a few housing areas 
dominated by the large plots used by the factories.

The British Conquest of Egypt, also known as Anglo-Egyptian War, 
occurred in 1882 between Egyptian. It ended a nationalist uprising 
against the Khedive Tew k Pasha. It established rm British inuence 
over Egypt at the expense of the Egyptians, the French and the 
Ottoman Empire, which retained only nominal authority.


